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Abstract—Biometric systems are currently widely used in many applications to control and verify individual’s identity. Keystroke dynamics modality has been shown as a promising solution that would be used in many applications such as e-payment and banking applications. However, such systems suffer from several performance limitations (such as cross-devices problem) that prevent their widespread use in real applications. The objective of this paper is to provide researchers and developers with a public touchscreen-based benchmark collected using a mobile phone and a tablet (both portrait and landscape orientation each). Such a benchmark can be used to assess keystroke-based matching algorithms. Furthermore, it is mainly developed to measure the robustness of keystroke matching algorithms vis-à-vis cross-devices and orientation variations. An online visualizer for the database is also given to researchers allowing them to visualize the acquired keystroke signals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of biometric systems is widely spread on various applications that require individual’s authentication [Jain et al., 2004]. They are used for controlling borders, managing access to specific places, etc. Nowadays, many biometric modalities exist and are divided into three categories which are morphological (such as Face [Short et al., 2015]), behavioral (such as Keystroke [Giot et al., 2009b]) and biological (such as DNA [Hashiyada, 2004]). Each modality has its own advantages/disadvantages which leads their use to a specific target application and population [El-Abed et al., 2012].

Keystroke dynamics modality has been shown as a promising solution for the banking and e-commerce sectors for the following reasons:

• Invisibility: users are used to type a password to login into information systems.

• Low cost: no additional sensor is required for using keystroke modality, all input devices feature a keyboard.

However, in order to be used in real life applications, the performance evaluation of keystroke matching algorithms should be carefully addressed. As touch-screen keyboards scale according to the screen size and its resolution, touch-screen devices have introduced new challenges that keystroke dynamics researchers and developers need to solve. Physical keyboards had standard sizes and did not need to scale for different computers; but, as we aim to extend the usability of keystroke dynamics solutions for touch-screen devices, we need to address the variability of these dynamically scaled keyboards. Furthermore, the variation of the data collected from different devices (i.e., keyboard size and/or orientation) would deteriorate the overall performance of the matching algorithm, mainly the false recognition rate (FRR). More generally speaking, data collected from a physical keyboard are different from those collected using a touchscreen keyboard, and those collected from different touchscreen keyboards/orientations would be also different, etc. so it is of utmost importance to still be able to verify the user in case the orientation is changed or even if the device is replaced with another of a different size. For all these reasons, it would be important to provide researchers and developers with a significant public benchmark to measure the robustness of their developed algorithms vis-à-vis cross-devices variation. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to provide researchers and developers with a public touchscreen-based benchmark collected using a mobile phone and a tablet (both portrait and landscape orientation each). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first benchmark collected using different devices (mobile and tablet) and orientations (portrait and landscape). An online visualizer for the database is also given to researchers allowing them to
visualize the acquired keystroke signals.

The outline of the paper is defined as follows. Section II presents an overview of the existing keystroke dynamics benchmarks. The presentation of the RHU Touchscreen Keystroke benchmark along with the keystroke visualizer is given in Section III. Section IV gives a conclusion and some perspectives of this work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Once a biometric system has the potential to become reliable, different algorithms are developed to enhance the system as best as possible. In order to evaluate and compare biometric systems’ algorithms, we need to compute their performance using a predefined protocol; mainly a public benchmark. Two types of benchmarks exist:

- **Real Benchmarks**
  These databases are collected by real contributors and thus are very time and energy consuming.

- **Synthetic Benchmarks**
  These databases are automatically generated using software to simulate real biometric data and thus are very quick and easy to generate. Very few biometric modalities are concerned [Cappelli et al., 2002].

As consumers have started depending more and more on phones and switching from laptops to tablets and hybrids, it was crucial to start new benchmarks specialized in touchscreen devices, especially that touchscreen devices feature portrait and landscape orientations and come in different screen sizes, thus affecting their software keyboards. However, collecting a database is not an easy task because it requires a lot of time, energy, contributors, and sometimes special material.

A lot of the newer benchmarks have respected constraints on the way of creating good behavioral biometrics databases (in terms of number of sessions, duration between each session, number of individuals and so on [Cherifi et al., 2009]). In this section, we present the list of existing benchmarks from the state-of-the-art. Table I shows the dataset authors, year and availability. As shown in this table, few are the available benchmarks collected using a touchscreen phone. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no touchscreen benchmark exists collected with different devices (touchscreen versus tablet) and orientations (landscape versus portrait). This is what we introduce in the next section which is a benchmark collected using different devices with different orientations. Such a benchmark would be used by researchers/developers during the design and development of usable touchscreen-based keystroke matching algorithms.
III. RHU KEystroke TOUCHSCREEN BENCHMARK

A. Overview of the Android KEystroke Collecting Tool

It is an Android application that we developed in Java using Android Studio allowing the creation of keystroke dynamics benchmarks using Android devices. A screen capture of this application is presented in Figure 1. We developed this application in order to create our own keystroke dynamics database. The data are stored online by default using an API that we created which allows quick and easy extraction of specific information.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Android KeyStroke Collecting Tool.

The main functionality of the application is as follows:

- Possibility to create new users. All users share the same password which is “rhu.university”;
- Possibility to set the user age range, gender, and occupation which are saved to the database;
- Possibility for the user to train himself to type the password using a fake account;
- Possibility to continue acquisition from users in the form of login, so data can be acquired each time a user logs in normally.
- Capturing the typing information of a user. Extracted data is added to the database; it includes:
  - timing between a key pressure and a key release
  - timing between a key release and a key pressure
  - timing between two key pressures
  - timing between two key releases
  - total time to type the password
  - screen size and orientation
- As in most of static keystroke dynamics studies, typing correction is not allowed, when a user makes a mistake, he has to type the whole password again.
- For any keystroke capture, the extracted data features stored in the database are the timing differences between two events of these kinds: press/press, release/release, press/release, release/press, and total time. They are stored in the fields PP, RR, PR, RP, and TT respectively.

We have also used the same application on a tablet (to test keyboards of different sizes and orientations).

B. KeyStroke Benchmark

Using the KeyStroke Collecting Tool, we created Keystroke Benchmark which is collected using Nexus 5 touchscreen mobile phone and Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 2014 tablet. The purpose of this benchmark is twofold, the data provided allows us to analyze the changes in typing patterns of the same person in different orientations of the same device using the same password, it also allows us to analyze the effect of device size on the keystroke dynamics patterns when typing in the same orientation and using the same password.

The database is freely accessible to the community and downloadable through the following link: www.coolestech.com/keystroke-web-visualizer

The population composing the database is represented in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

Figure 2. Population of RHU Keystroke Touchscreen Benchmark.

Figure 3. Distribution of Occupation Presented in RHU Keystroke Touchscreen Benchmark.
The hardware used to conduct this benchmark is as follows and presented in Figures 5 and 6.

### HARDWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System chip</td>
<td>Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 MSM8974</td>
<td>Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 MSM8974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Quad-core, 2.3 GHz, Krait 400</td>
<td>Quad-core, 2.2 GHz, Krait 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics processor</td>
<td>Adreno 330</td>
<td>Adreno 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in storage</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage expansion</td>
<td>up to 64 GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forty seven (47) individuals have participated in the acquisition process by typing the password “rhu.university”. In each session, an individual typed the password in all four configurations: phone/portrait, phone/landscape, tablet/portrait and tablet/landscape. At least 60 acquisitions were collected per session. In general, each user has 20 trials using each device orientation. In total, we have 4155 available acquisitions. All users were able to train themselves on the typing of the password on the keyboard as long as they wanted, because it is not their usual password and they do not have a pre-existing typing habit or pattern for it. In addition, touch smartphones’ operating systems have different keyboards, and we wanted them to get used to the different keyboard sizes.

### C. Keystroke Visualizer

Keystroke Visualizer, shown in Figure 7, is a web application that we developed allowing the visualization of a keystroke dynamics database created using the KeyStroke Collecting Tool.

We developed this application in order to visualize our own keystroke dynamics database. Keystroke Visualizer simply connects to the database and automatically collects all information in order to visualize them on-demand.

The functionality of the application is as follows:

- A list of all users is automatically retrieved from the database when the application is started.
- The application provides each user’s gender, age range and profession.
- By selecting a user, the application draws all PP, PR, RP, RR and TT (Total Time) graphs.
- Each trial is colored differently for easier differentiation between trials.
IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We have presented in this paper a public benchmark named RHU Keystroke Touchscreen that would be used by researchers and developers to assess the performance of their developed keystroke authentication system. It is mainly developed to measure the robustness of keystroke matching algorithms vis-à-vis cross-devices and orientation variations. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first benchmark collected using different devices (mobile and tablet) and orientations (portrait and landscape).

We have used this benchmark to make a statistical analysis using the Kruskal-Wallis test (KW) [Higgins, 2003] to check the variation of the collected keystroke features from the different devices (mobile and tablet) and orientations (portrait and landscape). The results from this study recommend removing the Press-Release feature when dealing with touchscreen-based keystroke matching algorithms. The experimental results show significant differences between keystroke features collected using different devices and orientations. Such differences should be taken into consideration when designing touchscreen-based keystroke authentication systems.

As for the perspectives of this work, we aim to use the presented benchmark to develop a novel keystroke matching algorithm that would be robust against cross-devices and orientations problem. It would be also important to compare existing keystroke matching algorithms (mainly those based on data mining approaches) to measure their robustness on the presented variations. Extending the presented benchmark to other devices would be also important to assess the overall performance of keystroke matching algorithms. As a behavior modality, it would be also important to develop a quality index to assess the quality of the acquired keystroke signals to improve the overall performance of keystroke-based matching algorithms.
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